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Category:Mexico national anthem Category:1859 songsThe traditional method for producing silver-
colored metal (copper) wire using extruded metal wire was to roll the metal wire to a diameter
smaller than the diameter desired in the final product, coat the wire with a silver-colored metal to
prevent oxidation of the wire, and roll the coated wire to the desired diameter. The coated wire was
then annealed, resulting in a reduction in diameter and an increase in the resistance of the wire to
oxidation. This procedure could only be used for small diameter wire and was not suitable for large
diameter metal wire. Extrusion was developed to produce large diameter metal wire which could be
annealed to form silver-colored wire. In an extrusion process, metal wire is formed by passing molten
metal through a die which causes the metal to flow into an annular shape. When silver metal is
extruded, the metal is coated by a continuous layer of silver which is applied to the surface of the
extruded metal. The silver metal may be applied as a metal plating, a coating, or, as in the case of
silver metal wire, as an annular, continuous layer of silver metal surrounding the extruded metal. To
form silver-colored wire, the wire must first be annealed, wherein the silver metal is reduced to silver
metal powder, a powder having a metallic appearance. The annealing procedure can cause the wire to
become brittle. To prevent the wire from being brittle, the wire is immersed in an annealing solution
prior to annealing. The silver-colored wire is then wound or otherwise coiled and is generally
annealed by heating the wire in a furnace. After annealing, the silver-colored wire has a higher
resistance to oxidation than the unannealed silver-colored wire. The use of extruded metal wire to
form silver-colored wire is advantageous because the process is continuous and annealing is not
required. In addition, the apparatus for extruding silver-colored wire is simple and less expensive
than apparatus for annealing silver-colored wire. However, due to the high cost of silver metal, the
use of silver-colored wire is limited to a few specialty applications, such as hearing aids, switches and
circuit breakers, where the cost of silver metal is not prohibitive.D.O.U.B.L.E.R 2d92ce491b
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